
eDiscovery & Information 
Governance Consulting

Drive better business outcomes

Proactively planning and executing a data strategy can dramatically lower costs, mitigate discovery 
disputes, and allow your legal team to focus on substantive issues and strategy.

As a litigator-led company, we have seen firsthand the pitfalls of not beginning with the end in mind. From 
data creation through defensible disposition, we can help you navigate the choppy waters of litigation, 
investigations, and regulatory actions.

Big data shouldn’t mean big problems

Here are some ways we can support your team:

Litigator-led eDiscovery

Our co-founders are former AmLaw 100 litigators. Clients across the country trust us because we 
provide sophisticated solutions, candid communications, and simple, transparent pricing.

Our goal? To make eDiscovery approachable and straightforward. With our comprehensive solutions 
and defensible practices, we’ll empower you to make informed decisions and achieve the best 
possible outcomes.

Your core competency is focusing on case merits and strategy; ours is eDiscovery. Together we can 
do great work.

Get in touch today     info@proteusdiscovery.com

Data retention and disposition policies: information governance policies in compliance with state and 
federal regulations to minimize costs regarding data collection, processing, hosting, and review.

Legal hold management: legal hold notices and manage the program during ongoing disputes, 
including initial notifications, acknowledgement, reminders, and release.

Meet and confer process: FRCP 26(f) process to determine proportionality/best production methods.

Discovery motion drafting: navigate case law and make targeted requests with the aim of minimizing 
subsequent objections and "discovery about discovery“.

Custodian surveys and interviews: minimize eDiscovery cost with reduced data volume/custodians. 

Expert testimony: for any phase of the EDRM in state and federal court.

eDiscovery counsel: when the complexity or demands of a matter require additional support, engage 
with us as eDiscovery counsel through our relationship with Mattingly Burke Cohen & Biederman, LLP.

mailto:info@proteusdiscovery.com
https://mbcblaw.com/practice-areas/cybersecurity-data-privacy-ediscovery/
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